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ADASS Mental Health, Drugs & Alcohol Policy Network
15 October 2010 11.00am – 1.00pm
Novotel London Waterloo
Notes and Key Actions

01/12
Welcome and Introductions

Present: Richard Webb (co-chair) RW, Lucy Butler LB, Claire Barcham CB, Andy Bennett AB, Terry Dafter TD, Carl Griffiths CG, Rebecca Harrington RH, Susan Hasler-Winter SHW, John Nawrockyi JN, Amanda Reynolds AR, Greg Slay GS, Ian Smith IS, John Wallace JW, Kevin Lewis KL, Tim Hind TH, Richard Smith RS, Ruth Allen RA, Clive Marritt (Visitor) CM,  Paula Hallam (Minutes) PH
Apologies:  Jonathan Phillips, Joe Blott, Peter Gilbert, Mark Jordan, Mark Lobban, Robert McLean, Mick Mellors, Lorna Payne, Steve Pitt, Keith Rutherford, Andrew Russell, Ann Parks, Pam Smith, Brian Walsh, Stephen Ward, Ewen Weir, Jon Wilson, Hari Sewell
Copy for information: Richard Jones
Actions
02/12
Minutes and actions from previous meeting

Minutes agreed for accuracy.
Item 02/11: matters arising
	ADASS mental health survey to be published on website – web page review in progress with Drew Clode

MHDA position statement on drugs & alcohol still to be completed
Bradley Report – AB reported that progress is likely in next few months, subject to system restructure
	IT systems nationally – query outstanding as to whether this should be raised directly with DH or through ADASS performance group
Item 03/11: policy update – RW reported that the national MH strategy is expected in 4-6 weeks, not sure what format it will take, perhaps a concordat, latest draft awaited, content is much briefer, few actions but ADASS feels it’s generally OK, ministers taking close interest, joint chair is now Owen Williams, chief exec of Calderdale; TH added that LGA consider concordat format might not provide flexibility for local areas
Item 05/11: personalisation update 
	KL: the national summit on 19 July became a much bigger event at the last minute, lots of good input but not satisfactory outcomes.  Write-up is going to become a joint briefing note from NMHDU, ADASS, SCIE & NHS Confed, to be published well before Christmas

AR: some work is going on in London around what ‘good’ is in personalisation, could become national publication, finding that MH trusts are needing particular encouragement to engage
RA: London personalisation network is providing input to London MH trusts chief execs group on 12 November – would be good to have ADASS rep, JN to source
	IS: latest paper on resource allocation in MH from Simon Duffy’s work is due to be circulated – RW suggested he be asked to present paper at next meeting
Item 06/11: AMHP/Professional leadership paper – CB circulated an update of network’s work in recent months, has also prepared business case for ADASS and a bid for Skills for Care for skills mapping process (waiting on outcome of spending review for news of whether Jim Thomas can fund).  Agreed that letter will be drafted describing the functions of AMHP leadership network etc, to go in ADASS communications bulletin, could also go out through DRDs and NHS Confed.
Item 08/11: Skills for Care MH workforce development project – still awaiting reviewed paper from Jim Thomas
Item 09/11: new ADASS workstreams – the six policy networks are operating virtually, JP on GP commissioning network, RW & JP on long term care: vision for social care is likely to be published first, then outcomes document, then reports from Law Commission and Commission for funding.  There is concern over how this fits with the same work for NHS and public health in terms of timing and overlap.  There are no immediate proposals for any other structural changes to ADASS networks.
Item 10/11: Leadership for MH Social Work project – CB reported that they are moving on with accreditation, trying to keep price down, pilot will start in March 2011, RW agreed this could be advertised through ADASS & ADCS
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03/12
Amanda Reynolds, Deputy Regional Director for Social Care & Local Partnerships, East of England – Amanda gave an update on the DRD posts to date and work going forward:
	In post just over two years, nine DRDs, virtually coterminous with SHAs

Posts created to make connection between local systems and DH policy making, building relationships with DASSs and SHAs, other key NHS players, working with councils and CQC, also took over CSIP’s work
DRDs have range of backgrounds, fairly steady team, each taken various policy leads on top of regional duties – AR has mental health, LINKS and PSA16, policy areas have got much busier in last six months
All DRDs are busy looking at the social care vision, outcomes, MH strategy and Big Society, very fast pace at present, not just in DH – MH strategy has got cross government support in a way New Horizons didn’t
DRDs working with Joint Improvement Partnerships (JIPs) to engage local authorities
Moving forward they will be focusing on the social care voice, JIPs (to get sector to take over projects already begun), working with SHAs on white paper – transition planning around public health and all the other issues relevant to Adult Services, QIPP
Unlikely to have teams going forward but have a remit in the transition, working alongside ministers on business of state
MH strategy – challenge is how to present it for maximum engagement
KL asked about the many MH foundations trusts taking on provider arms of PCTs, opportunities (could work well from GP commissioning point of view, could help mainstream MH) but also possible threats of monopoly providers, culture issues especially where DASSs have not been consulted
AR responded that it looks like there are about one third MH trusts, one third acute trusts taking over the provider arms, and about one third still to be worked out, but DRDs share the concerns – for the acute take-overs too, as the worry is that they will asses strip community services to support acute services.
	RW thanked AR for a very helpful update and welcomed her as a regular member of the network.

04/12
Briefing/discussion on IMHA – Clive Marritt from MH Care Pathways at DH – Clive talked to his previously circulated paper and opened up discussion about who should commission IMHA services in the light of the termination of PCTs:
	The consultation about who should commission IMHA services at the time they were introduced gave an even response between NHS & local authorities, in the end the DH decided on PCTs

	Now, commissioning could either go to GP commissioning consortia or local authorities – what is ADASS’ view now?

General feeling was that yes it should come to local authorities, but RW pointed out that this should be considered alongside Healthwatch and other white paper elements, to make sure it all works together – if IMHA was commissioned alongside other health advocacy would this actually strengthen those other roles?
Another consideration is how much IMHA costs to run and how much funding would be provided – Clive confirmed that in 09/10 the budget was £7.64 million for England, which went into PCT baseline allocations.  There won’t be a tailored formula, the relative needs assessment will be used as for IMCA, but that presents complications because the bulk of activity for IMHA is in hospitals and not all local authorities have a hospital within their boundaries.  The funds could be distributed on the basis of ordinary residence, but that is not really a good solution and it is likely that it will go with the local authority where the hospital is.  It was suggested that if this is the case, ADASS could look at a cross-charging policy as it has done for DOLS assessments.
Is the funding sufficient – would LGA consider it as a ‘new burdens’ issue? Clive is working with DH finance to ensure that the gross funds are available, not the amounts that have been spend on IMHA to date.
If the commissioning does come to local authorities, it could provide opportunities for joint commissioning with IMCA contracts.
Agreed that a letter will go from the MHDA to Clive expressing these views.
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06/12
Personalisation update
AB & LB met with Peter Howitt last week, PbR lead, very positive meeting – real opportunities to link PbR to personalisation, recycle monies from health projects to social care outcomes, financial climate could support this
Expert reference panel meets five times a year, next meeting 13 December, Peter suggested ADASS get back involved (Mark Jordan used to attend) – perhaps ask for two places, for AB and one other
National position statement was issued one year ago, this will be looked at and reissued through ADASS, modernise language, bring up to date with latest policies
Practical steps forward – need to ensure MHDA personalisation team pick up the issues, pull various strands of work together – theme team need to meet, perhaps a slot at conference
IS reported that the Care Packages & Pathways team are on the verge of accepting the Recovery Star as their outcome measure (once validation completed)
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07/12
Commissioning update – AB reported: 
	NMHDU have published a well-being  checklist, being well received, to go in bulletin & on website: http://www.nmhdu.org.uk/news/mental-wellbeing-checklist-available-to-download/

Paper due to come out of RCP/GP working group on mental health and GP commissioning, they are keen for ADASS to continue to be involved in next stages of work (via TD and AB).
AB is linking up ADASS representation going for the three QIPP workstreams: care pathways, physical and mental health, out of area service reductions – others interested, please get in touch with AB
	AB talked through diagram of new commissioning structures, feedback given – this is being used as part of a short commissioning framework, which is in development. Comments to be sought from some group reps + documents will be circulated for information as they are completed.
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08/12
MH Citizenship project update – to be circulated after the meeting
PH
09/12
Any other business:
JW – newly published competency framework for safeguarding, worked up with Bournemouth University – to be circulated
CB – SCIE work on transition from children to adults has an expert reference group – let CB know if you would like to join, also to go in bulletin
RS – Best Interests Decision Study (Norah Fry Research at Bristol University) – pilot project half way through, paper to be circulated
RW – Richard Jones has been invited to the next meeting

JW
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Date of next meeting: 28th January 2011, 11am – 1pm, Stopford House, Piccadilly, Stockport 



